Yusuf SARAN

Last week our main business was preparing GÜVERCİN’s initial design report. According to the task division, I was responsible for deciding the modules and preparing the UML diagrams. UML diagrams consisted of use cases, class and sequence diagrams. In addition to the use case diagrams we had prepared in the analysis phase, I made some other contributions. Also I prepared sequence diagrams which gives detailed information about the internal and external interaction of the system.

Eda ERCAN

Before starting, I made an outline of what to do in the initial design report and afterwards we divided the tasks. My first duty was to prepare the data design. I made a revision on the database and redrew the entity relationship diagrams and prepared a data dictionary and implemented the SQL queries of table creations. Then, I updated the work packages of the project and designed the updated Gantt chart using MS Project. In addition to that, I constructed all of the diagrams i.e. class diagrams, use case diagrams and sequence diagrams using SmartDraw.

Dilek KISA
I was assigned to develop a web-based user interface design for the system. I prepared them and describe with snapshots in the report. Secondly I was responsible to prepare testing strategies and report them.

Yunus ALTUNKOL

I was assigned to prepare the requirements part of the report. I determined the hardware, software, non-functional and functional requirements of the report.

Fırat AKÇORAY

I was assigned to make the introduction part of the report and then working with Yunus.